Let k;`2 N and L fa; bg be a context-free language and L k;b e the set of words, w, such that kjwj a ?`jwj b = 0 where jwj a and jwj b are the numbers of occurrences of a and b in w, respectively. We give an EXPTIME (in grammar size) algorithm to decide whether or not (
Introduction
The problem
We let c and cfg abbreviate context-free language and context-free grammar, respectively. It is well known 1] that the c containment problem is undecidable. Rangel 4] considered specializing this problem by xing a c , L 0 , and asking whether an arbitrary c is contained in L 0 . He identi ed particular choices of L 0 with positive and negative decidability results. In the conclusion, x4, a few of his results are described. We continue this line of investigation by using a new method.
The results of this note are described next. Let A = fa; bg. If w 2 A and y 2 A, then jwj y denotes the number of occurrences of y in w and jwj = jwj a + jwj b . If k;`2 N, then L k;`= fw 2 A j kjwj a ?`jwj b = 0g. For example, L (1;1) is the set of words with the same number of a and b. Applying Theorem 2, we obtain in EXPTIME a polynomial equation for w(s; t; ) = sx 0;1;2 (s; t; ) + 2sg 0 (s; t; ): P(s; t; ; w(s; t; )) = 0 Let d be the degree of P in the variable and Q(s; t; w) = t d P(s; t; 1=t; w). Now we must have Q(s; t; h(s; t)) = 0 and it is clear from this that we can decide whether or not h(s; 0) = 0 in EXPTIME. Clearly from the previous paragraph, h(s; 0) = 0 i L \ L k;`= ;. This decides (1) of Theorem 1. In order to decide (2) note that h(s; 0) = P c(w)s jwj i L L k;`. Since P c(w)s jwj is the generating series for G, we can again obtain in EXPTIME a polynomial, R(s; h(s; 0) ? P c(w)s jwj ) = 0 and decide whether or not h(s; 0) ? P c(w)s jwj = 0. Finally, (3) follows from by rst noting that in the unambiguous case, L = L k;`i L L k;`a nd h(s; 0) coincides with the generating series for L k;`. 2 
Questions and observations
Note that the choice of U is largely arbitrary, we needed only, (U + U 2 + U 3 ) 1;2 6 = 0; U 4 = I; and (I + U) ?1 exists. The simpler choice, U 2 = I, is unworkable. 
